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Career Tip: You May Face Challenges Both Career Tip: You May Face Challenges Both 
Internally And Externally. Be Wary Of Those Who Internally And Externally. Be Wary Of Those Who 
Might Undermine YouMight Undermine You

Those born in the year of the mouse should brace themselves 

for a year of dramatic fluctuations, characterized by extreme highs 

and lows. The ominous "Fierce Hercules" star is aligned with your 

destiny this year, signifying a challenging work environment where 

you may feel  isolated by  your  colleagues.  You'll  likely  encounter 

intense, high-pressure situations that require a calm demeanor to 

prevent burnout. Strive to foster positive relationships to enhance 

your  overall  luck  for  the  year.  The  "White  Tiger"  star,  another 

unlucky  influence,  is  also  present  in  your  chart,  suggesting  a 

heightened vulnerability to deception and betrayal. Be mindful to 

avoid situations that could potentially lead to such conflicts. 

On a brighter note, the auspicious "Star of Commander" is also 

present in your chart. This potent star repels all harm and will aid 

you in overcoming work-related hurdles, steering you towards the 

pinnacle of your career. Those born in the years of the Pig and the 

Snake  could  prove  to  be  beneficial  allies  in  your  professional 

journey.  Collaborating  with  them could  yield  remarkable  results. 

The northeast direction is particularly prosperous for your career 

this year, and the most fortunate career paths for you are those 

associated with "wood" and "metal".

Financial Tip: Your Finances Could Be Financial Tip: Your Finances Could Be 
Unpredictable, Thus It's Wise To Save Whenever Unpredictable, Thus It's Wise To Save Whenever 
PossiblePossible

Individuals  born  in  the  year  of  the  mouse  may  experience 

financial  instability  this  year.  Your  primary  income  is  unlikely  to 

bring any pleasant surprises, and secondary income sources should 

not be relied upon. Guard against allowing greed to take control, as 

it  may lead to bankruptcy.  Strive to save whenever possible and 

abstain  from investing or  launching  new businesses.  Even if  you 

have ambitious plans, it would be wise to postpone them until next 

year. Be particularly cautious during the summer months, as you 

are susceptible to fraud during this period.

Health Tip: Look After Your Liver And Spleen. Health Tip: Look After Your Liver And Spleen. 
Refrain From Drug UseRefrain From Drug Use

Individuals born in the Year of the Mouse may experience less-

than-optimal health this year. Your immune system is likely to be 

weaker, making it crucial to take excellent care of your well-being to 

avoid falling ill. Bear in mind that prevention is more effective than 

treating a disease, and it's always simpler to manage a condition in 
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its  early stages.  Pay particular attention to your liver and 

spleen,  seeking  medical  advice  immediately  if  you 

notice  any  irregularities.  There's  an  increased 

susceptibility  to  addictions  such  as  smoking, 

drinking,  or  drug  abuse,  so  it's  essential  to 

either  curtail  these  habits  early  or 

completely abstain from them.

Relationship Tip: OscillatingRelationship Tip: Oscillating  
Between Happiness And Anger.Between Happiness And Anger.  
Communication And CompassionCommunication And Compassion  
Are CrucialAre Crucial

Individuals born in the year of the mouse 

may  experience  significant  mood  fluctuations  this  year.  One 

moment you could be brimming with happiness, and the next, you 

could be engulfed in anger. Strive to maintain a serene demeanor. 

In terms of your romantic relationships, the fundamental elements 

are  communication  and  consideration.  Don't  allow  neglectful 

actions to  result  in  acrimonious splits.  Moreover,  avoid  pursuing 

romantic encounters merely to alleviate feelings of loneliness. It's 

preferable  to  remain  single  than to  be with  someone you don't 

truly care for.

Lukcycharm: Golden Turtle And UnicornLukcycharm: Golden Turtle And Unicorn
In the era of the imperial examination, the sea turtle 

served as an emblem for the highest achiever in 

the test, while the unicorn, with its jade book, 

symbolized extensive knowledge. The sight of 

these two resting together on the large ink 

slab  paints  an  auspicious  tableau  of 

prosperity and good fortune.

Individuals  born  in  the  year  of  the 

mouse will  experience a year marked by 

highs  and  lows.  After  overcoming 

challenges,  you  may  attain  remarkable 

success in your career.  To attract good luck, position the  Golden 

Turtle and Unicorn symbol in the southwest area of your residence 

or on your desk.

Auspicious Locations, Colors And NumbersAuspicious Locations, Colors And Numbers
Auspicious Southwest, Northeast, Southeast Red, Purple, Yellow 8, 3

Avoid South, West Green --
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